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What comes to mind when 

you hear special education 

or more specifically, 

inclusion?



What is Accessibility?



“An excellent mathematics 
program requires that all students 
have access to a high-quality 
mathematics curriculum, effective 
teaching and learning, high 
expectations, and the support and 
resources needed to maximize their 
learning potential.”

- Principles to Actions, NCTM (2014)



Sounds great!

How do I do it?



Universal Design for Learning (UDL)

is a framework to improve and optimize 
teaching and learning for all people based 
on scientific insights into how humans 
learn. 

Two Useful Frameworks For Creating Access

For Students with Disabilities

Accessibility Strategies from EDC

is an organized list of strategies that 
teachers can use to make mathematics 
more accessible...The goal is to enable 
teachers to provide support so students 
with learning disabilities can succeed, 
while maintaining high standards and the 
integrity of the mathematics.



Universal Design for Learning (UDL)

Multiple pathways to the task

Two Useful Frameworks For Creating Access

For Students with Disabilities (TL;DR)

Accessibility Strategies from EDC

Eliminate barriers for the student



Both Universal Design for Learning and Accessibility 

Strategies Are About Giving Students Access to Math

UDL & Accessibility Strategies



Universal Design 

for Learning



UDL is about creating and planning 
lessons that are accessible and 

beneficial to everyone! 

Like ramps or curb cuts!



How To Use UDL To Plan For A Task

Engagement 
& interest

Presentation 
of content

Expression & 
Demonstration of 

understanding

Multiple Pathways of Access...



Engagement/Presentation

 Offers learners various ways of accessing 
content and knowledge.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zZPtWsTNo2Q


Engagement/Presentation

 FINDS THE HOOK, PROVIDES PRODUCTIVE 
STRUGGLE, AND INSPIRES LEARNING



Engagement/Interest

 Citizen Kid - Social Justice In Math Class

Poverty Levels in Claremore, OK

We know that in the American village of 
100 people, thirteen are considered to 
be food insecure, and fourteen live 
below the poverty line.  We also know 
that in Claremore 16% or 16 in every one 
hundred school age children are below 
the poverty level and considered to be 
food insecure.  Using that information 
and assuming that our school reflects 
our community, what can we deduce or 
conjecture about the 400 students in 
our school?

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1FMhpQjawOjyuhZYdqaV9opyHuUAg1jaTit551z2YVRk/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1FMhpQjawOjyuhZYdqaV9opyHuUAg1jaTit551z2YVRk/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1FMhpQjawOjyuhZYdqaV9opyHuUAg1jaTit551z2YVRk/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1FMhpQjawOjyuhZYdqaV9opyHuUAg1jaTit551z2YVRk/edit
http://www.city-data.com/poverty/poverty-Claremore-Oklahoma.html
http://www.city-data.com/poverty/poverty-Claremore-Oklahoma.html


Expression and Demonstration of Understanding:

The Garden Challenge

Our school wants to plant a vegetable garden in our outdoor classroom and donate 
the produce to the local food pantry.  Mrs. Shuck has given each class 36 feet of 
fencing to border their gardens.  How many different sized gardens can our class 
build with our fencing?  Which garden will give the maximum amount of area to grow 
as much food as possible?   Please use as many of the following as you can to show 
your work so others can understand your thinking.

                         Pictures                              Words - written or oral                       Numbers

Symbols Table



Expressing and Demonstration of Understanding: 

THINK TIME!



EDC Accessibility 

Strategies



How to use Accessibility Strategies to plan for a task

Consider the 
student and 

the math

Identify 
barriers

Plan & 
Implement 

Accessibility 
Strategies



When Considering the Student and the Math...

� Keep expectations high
� Build on student strengths
� Increase chance of student success



Strategies Take Into Consideration the Following Areas 

of Cognitive Functioning

� Conceptual processing
� Language (expressive/receptive)
� Visual-spatial processing
� Organization (a part of executive functioning)
�  Memory (long term/short term/working)
� Attention (a part of executive functioning)



When Identifying the Barriers...

� What are the important mathematical goals, 
concepts, and skills?

� What are the prerequisites for access?
� Are there common misconceptions?
� How do student’s needs/strengths match or 

mismatch lesson demands?
� Are tasks that cause barriers for students 

essential to mathematical goals?



When Planning & Implementing Accessibility Strategies...

� What strategies match the math goals and 
student strengths?

� Do the strategies set appropriate 
expectations for student performance?

� Do the strategies retain important math, 
assist student understanding, and scaffold 
areas of need?



Considering Barriers 

Can you eliminate barriers with accommodations?



Cognitive Functioning Accessibility

Choosing tasks for emerging multiplicative thinkers...

India is remodeling her bathroom. She plans to cover the bathroom floor with tiles 

that are each 1 square foot. Her bathroom is 5 feet wide and 8 feet long. India needs 

to stay within a strict budget and must purchase the exact number of tiles needed.

How many tiles should India buy?

(adapted from Illustrative Mathematics)

What barriers might exist relating to this task?



Cognitive Functioning Accessibility

Choosing tasks for emerging 

multiplicative thinkers...

What barriers might exist relating to 

this task?



Cognitive Functioning Accessibility

Choosing tasks for emerging 

multiplicative thinkers...

What barriers might exist relating to 

this task?



Deciding if a math tool is an appropriate support



Now it's your turn!

Use Universal Design for Learning or Accessibility Strategies or BOTH 
frameworks to plan a task you ALREADY use in your classroom! 



thanks!

Any questions?
You can find us at

@bkdidact                     agael@cookecenter.org       thelearningkaleidoscope.wordpress.com

@buffalogal03                   melyneen@gmail.com     mnmmath.wordpress.com


